
LANCASTER CITY QUIZ LEAGUE                                                 MONDAY 28th MARCH 2022 

Set by Boot and Shoe ‘C’                                Required answers are in BOLD CAPITALS 

Tonight’s quiz is based on the Inspector Montalbano novels of Andrea Camilleri.                 

Three part questions balance out over the quiz. 

ROUND ONE: THE SHAPE OF WATER (2002) 

1A In a military context, what does the acronym SHAPE stand for?       SUPREME  HEAD-                                                         

                       QUARTERS ALLIED                                                 

           POWERS EUROPE                 

1B Who, in 2017, recorded the song Shape of You which spent 14 weeks in                                                                            

the UK singles charts and became the most streamed song on Spotify?  ED SHEERAN 

2A Who wrote the 1933 science fiction novel The Shape of Things to Come?  H.G. WELLS 

2B In mathematics, what name is given to a three-dimensional shape which           

resembles a doughnut with a hole in the middle?     TORUS  

3A What is the chemical term for Heavy Water?     DEUTERIUM OXIDE 

3B What is the more common name for the bird also known as the Water Ouzel? DIPPER 

4A For which monarch did Handel compose The Water Music around 1715, a                                                    

series of instrumental pieces for a royal progress along the River Thames?  GEORGE  I 

4B Which poet wrote the lines:   ‘Water, water, everywhere, and all the boards       Samuel Taylor                                                               

             did shrink. Water, water, everywhere, nor any drop to drink.’  COLERIDGE 

Spare: Who directed the 2017 Oscar winning film The Shape of Water?   GUILLERMO                                         

          DEL TORO 

ROUND TWO: THE SCENT OF THE NIGHT (2005) 

1A           In which French town, considered to be the world’s scent capital, could you                                                           

visit the International Perfume Museum?      GRASSE 

1B Which cosmetic and fashion company produces the scent called Opium?  YVES ST LAURENT 

2A What name is given to a chemical scent emitted by many animal species in                       

order to attract mates?        PHEROMONE  

2B Who won Best Actor Oscar for his role in the 1992 film Scent of a Woman?  AL PACINO 

3A Which poet wrote the lines: ‘Do not go gentle into that good night,                                                                                                                               

                         Old age should burn and rave at close of day;                  

          Rage, rage against the dying of the light.  Dylan THOMAS 

3B BBC TV’s The Sky at Night is the world’s longest running science programme.                                                     

In what year was it first broadcast? (QM: allow one year either way)  1957 

4A The 1958 film A Night to Remember, starring Kenneth More and Honor      SINKING OF THE                 

Blackman, commemorated which famous event?     TITANIC  



4B Stephen Sondheim’s 1973 musical A Little Night Music included which famous      SEND IN THE                                          

and much covered song, a Top Ten hit for Judy Collins in 1975?   CLOWNS 

Spares: In traditional crime fiction, which poison is often detected from its scent of    

 bitter almonds?         CYANIDE 

 Who wrote the 1934 novel Tender is the Night?     F.Scott FITZGERALD 

 

ROUND THREE: THE PAPER MOON (2008) 

1A Who said in 1960: “The Atomic Bomb is a paper tiger which the US             MAO TSE-TUNG 

reactionaries use to scare people … All reactionaries are paper tigers.”  or MAO ZEDONG         

1B Allen Lane published the first Penguin fiction paperback books in 1935.                                    

What did he call the non-fiction equivalents, first published in 1937?  PELICAN 

2A What size of paper measures 210mm by 148mm?     A5 

2B Which village near Kendal is the location of Cropper’s Paper Mill?   BURNESIDE 

3A Which American musician named one of his daughters Moon Unit?   FRANK ZAPPA 

3B Who wrote the early science fiction novel From the Earth to the Moon in 1865? JULES VERNE 

4A Which planet in our Solar System has moons including Titania and Oberon?  URANUS 

4B The Rwenzori Mountains, also known as The Mountains of the Moon, straddle         UGANDA                                          

two countries in central Africa.  Name either of them.    DEM. REP. of CONGO 

Spare: What word is missing from the opening of this popular song of 1933?    

  ‘You say it’s only a paper moon sailing over a ……… sea.     

  But it wouldn’t be make-believe if you believed in me.’   CARDBOARD 

 

ROUND FOUR: AUGUST HEAT (2008) 

1A Of which state in the USA is Augusta the capital?     MAINE 

1B Give a year in the life of the French sculptor Auguste Rodin.    1840-1917 

2A In which month of the French Revolutionary Calendar would the 1st of August                                              

have occurred?         THERMIDOR 

2B A person born on the 1st of August would have which astrological star sign?  LEO 

3A Who won Best Actor Oscar for his role in the 1967 film In the Heat of the Night? ROD STEIGER 

3B The quote “If you can’t stand the heat, get out of the kitchen” is attributed to                                                

which former US president?       Harry S. TRUMAN 

4A The Meteorological Office defines a Heatwave as three or more consecutive days   

 with a temperature above a certain figure.  This figure varies slightly within the    

 United Kingdom.  What is it for Lancashire in degrees Celsius?   25 



4B In which American city does the basketball team with the suffix ‘Heat’ play?  MIAMI 

Spares: On 22nd July 1945 in Morecambe, Mary Drummond won the first ever heat of        MISS GREAT 

 which long-running competition, remarkably still going today?   BRITAIN 

Which battle took place in Leicestershire on 22nd August 1485?   BOSWORTH  

 

ROUND FIVE: THE POTTER’S FIELD (2011) 

1A The World Championships in which sport have been held at Potter’s Leisure                                                 

Resort near Great Yarmouth since 1999?      Indoor BOWLS 

1B Graham Potter is currently the manager of which Premier League football club? BRIGHTON 

2A Which potter was famous for her colourful series of tableware in the 1930s,    

 especially a range she called ‘Bizarre’?      CLARICE CLIFF 

2B In which Lake District town is there a museum dedicated to Beatrix Potter?  BOWNESS 

3A Francis I of France met which British monarch at ‘The Field of the Cloth of Gold’    

 near Calais in 1520?        HENRY VIII 

3B The Fields Medal is awarded to recognise outstanding achievement in which   

 academic discipline?        MATHEMATICS 

4A A Field Marshal in the British Army is equivalent to Marshal of the Royal Air  ADMIRAL OF 

 Force and to which rank in the Royal Navy?     THE FLEET 

4B The Fieldfare, a winter visitor to Britain from Scandinavia, belongs to which   

 family of birds?         THRUSH 

Spares: In which British comic did Pansy Potter, the Strongman’s Daughter, appear?  BEANO 

 Which equally well known Beatles’ song is on the flip side of their 1967 single   

 Strawberry Fields Forever?       PENNY LANE 

 

ROUND SIX: GAME OF MIRRORS (2015) 

1A What is the name of the gamekeeper in Lady Chatterley’s Lover by D.H. Lawrence? Oliver MELLORS  

1B In the board game Monopoly, what are the names of the three properties      COVENTRY STREET                                       

coloured yellow?  (one point for each, all three required for a pass)   LEICESTER SQUARE    

          PICCADILLY                         

2A In the board game Scrabble, how many would you score for the word GAME,         

not going over any double or triple value squares?     7 

2B Who presents his ‘House of Games’ quiz show on Monday to Friday on BBC 2? RICHARD OSMAN 

3A Which cartoon character, originally drawn by Reg Smythe, has appeared in the         

Daily Mirror newspaper since 1957?      ANDY CAPP 

 



3B Meaning ‘The Mirror’, what is the name of the German news magazine which,      

 with a weekly circulation of 840,000, is the largest such publication in Europe? DER SPIEGEL 

4A In the 1882 Impressionist painting ‘A Bar in the Folies-Bergère’ a large mirror                                            

behind the barmaid reflects the customers and interior of one of Paris’s most           

fashionable venues.  Who was the artist?      Edouard MANET 

4B If Bring up the Bodies was the second and The Mirror and the Light the third,                                                 

what was the first?        WOLF HALL 

          

Spares: In which country were the first Winter Olympic Games held in 1924?  FRANCE 

 In which European palace could you visit the famous ‘Hall of Mirrors’?  VERSAILLES 

 

ROUND SEVEN: BLADE OF LIGHT (2015) 

1A Which masked avenger was ‘The Gay Blade’ in the 1981 film starring George    

 Hamilton as the title character?       ZORRO 

1B What is the name of the bone in the body which forms the shoulder blade?  SCAPULA 

2A Which garden flower, also called a sword lily, derives its name, via Latin,                

 from its blade-shaped leaves?       GLADIOLUS  

2B The Kirpan is a ceremonial blade worn by members of which religion?  SIKHS 

3A Give a weight in the range allowed for a professional lightweight boxer?  130-135 lbs   

           or 59-61 kgs 

3B In which conflict did the disastrous ‘Charge of the Light Brigade’ take place?  CRIMEAN WAR 

4A One of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World, the Pharos Lighthouse was     

 located close to which city?       ALEXANDRIA 

4B Which Pre-Raphaelite artist painted the 1854 picture The Light of the World? HOLMAN HUNT 

Spares: What is the name of the oriental sword which has a curved blade broadening       

 towards the point?        SCIMITAR 

 To the nearest whole number, how many Light Years are there in a Parsec?  3 

 

ROUND EIGHT: THE OTHER END OF THE LINE (2019) 

1A In which religion are bonfires lit in Spring to mark the end of the old       

 year at a celebration called Holi, the ‘Festival of Fire’?    HINDU 

1B Which London Underground line has Cockfosters at one end and Uxbridge       

 at the other end, with a branch to Heathrow Airport?    PICCADILLY 

2A ‘This is the way the world ends, not with a bang but a whimper’ is the last         

 line of the 1925 poem The Hollow Man.  Who wrote it?    T.S. ELIOT 



2B At which County Cricket Test ground could you watch a match from the    THE OVAL

 Vauxhall End?         Accept SURREY 

3A On the Furness railway line (Lancaster to Barrow) which three stations lie     ULVERSTON 

 between Cark and Barrow? (one point for each, all three required for a pass) DALTON     ROOSE 

3B An Isohyet is a line on a map joining places of equal…..what?   RAINFALL 

4A Which character was played by Adrian Dunbar in the BBC TV series Line of Duty? Superintendent 

           TED HASTINGS 

4B In Geometry, what is the name for a straight line joining two points on a curve? CHORD 

Spares: St Bees is at one end of the ‘Coast to Coast’ long distance footpath.  Which    ROBIN HOOD’S

 settlement is at the other end?       BAY 

The 1970s BBC TV series The Onedin Line used for its theme music an    Aram  

 excerpt from the ballet Spartacus by which Russian composer?   KHACHATURIAN 

 


